
Lab 1 for DD1368 (version: 17:08 on Tuesday 12th February, 2013)

You must solve everyproblem to pass. Lab assistants will only record your passing completely.

Preliminaries

Download the filelab1-schema.sql from the course website and load into you database. Down-

load the filelab1-data.sql. Work with this data to develop your queries. Optionally youwill be

asked to download a test data file when you demonstrate your solutions to the lab assistant.

ER

1. Reverse engineer an ER diagram from the schema. Your may use adraw tool or simply draw

by hand with a pencil. Criticize the given model/schema. Using your common sense, what is

wrong with it? How could it be fixed?

Queries

No use of temporary tables! No use of PL/PgSQL Note these queries are not presented in order of

difficulty.

2. Titles of books with no ISBN information.

3. Names of publishers not in ’NY’.

4. List the customer names and the date of their latest order forcustomers that have ordered more

than 2 books.

5. The titles of the books, the names of their authors, and theirstock quantities. Merge quantities

over editions (i.e. if there are 2 books in stock for edition 1of title X and 4 books in stock for

edition 2 of title X, then report 6 books in stock for title X.)For titles of books not in stock

report 0 books in stock.

6. Create a viewPublished(publisher_id,book_id).

7. Efficiently query for the view in 6 for the titles of the books published by ’Random House’. Verify

that the whole view is not materialized via usingEXPLAIN ANALYSE.

8. Add a constraint to your schema such that no publisher can publish both business and religion

books (Hint: look into POSTGRESQL rules).

9. List customer names for customers who have bought every edition of ’The Tell-Tale Heart’. No

use ofcount, no use ofALL. You must useNOT EXISTS.
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